We explore the possibility of a beyond the standard model scalar (φ) as a possible explanation of the diphoton resonance at 750 GeV invariant mass reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the large hadron collider (LHC). We first present in a model-independent way the scalar-gluon-gluon and scalar-photon-photon effective couplings needed for obtaining the required diphoton cross-section at the LHC for different total widths. We investigate here two new-physics possibilities that can generate these effective couplings, namely, (i) the 2-Higgsdoublet model (2HDM) in the alignment limit, and (ii) a singlet scalar, with vector-like fermions added and playing a crucial role in generating the effective couplings. We present the regions of model parameter space which are allowed by direct LHC and perturbative unitarity constraints, and that give the required diphoton cross-section at the LHC for various total widths. In the singlet case, we include the possibility that φ decays into a pair of neutral stable vector-like fermions that could be dark matter. We find regions of parameter-space of the singlet model that gives the required diphoton rate, have the correct dark matter relic-density, have dark matter direct-detection rates compatible with current direct-detection experiments, and satisfy LHC bounds and perturbative unitarity constraints. * shri@imsc.res.in † tuhin@imsc.res.in 1 arXiv:1604.05774v1 [hep-ph]
Introduction
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the LHC have recently reported an excess of diphoton events at an invariant mass of about 750 GeV [1, 2] . The observations indicate that the crosssection (σ φ ) times branching ratio (BR) for the process pp → γγ at a diphoton invariant mass of 750 GeV is about 10 ± 3 fb [1] at ATLAS, and is 3.75 ± 1.5 fb [2] at CMS with 8 TeV and 13 TeV data combined. The ATLAS best-fit to explain this excess is a resonance with quite a large total width (Γ φ ≈ 45 GeV), while the CMS best-fit is for a much narrower resonance (Γ φ ≈ 0.1 GeV). There is no statistically significant excess in other channels at this invariant mass. We wait to see at the upcoming LHC run if this excess strengthens in significance, a better measurement of the width is obtained, and if other channels also show excesses. Meanwhile, we entertain here the possibility that this excess is due to a new beyond the standard model (BSM) scalar (φ).
We first present in a model-independent manner, the values the gluon-gluon-scalar (φgg) and gamma-gamma-scalar (φγγ) effective couplings should take to explain the excess, for various total widths and diphoton cross-section values. If the width of the resonance is large Γ φ 1 GeV, getting the required diphoton rate necessitates rather large couplings of the φ to other states. Whether such large couplings can violate perturbative unitarity constraints is something we investigate.
We then consider different models which contribute to these effective couplings. The models we consider are very generic and can be embedded into various BSM frameworks. In particular, the two possibilities we consider are that (i) φ is in the doublet representation of SU (2) gauge group of the standard model (SM), and (ii) in the singlet representation of SU (2). In addition we introduce vector-like fermions (VLF), namely vector-like leptons (VLL) and vector-like quarks (VLQ) coupled to the φ. The doublet or singlet scalars coupled to SM fermions (SMF) and/or VLFs that we deal with here can be thought of as extracts from various BSM constructions that are relevant to explain the diphoton rate.
In the case of the doublet, we consider φ as the CP-even and CP-odd scalars of a two-Higgsdoublet model (2HDM), and we include Type-I, Type-II and Type-X possibilities for SMF couplings. We compute the SMF and VLF contributions to the φgg and φγγ effective couplings at 1-loop. A colored fermion can contribute to the φgg and φγγ couplings, while a color singlet charged fermion can contribute to the latter. Also, if the fermion mass is less than M φ /2, the φ decays into such fermion pairs contributes to the total width of the φ.
In the case of the singlet φ, if the φ and the SM Higgs (h) are coupled via a cubic or quartic interaction, the φ could mix with h after spontaneous symmetry breaking. This mixing induces a coupling between a hidden sector that the φ is a part of and the visible sector (SM), If the hidden sector contains a neutral and stable singlet VLF ψ, this could be dark matter. In this case, φ → ψψ decays contribute to Γ φ if M ψ < M φ /2, φ exchange controls the relic-density via the self-annihilation channel ψψ → SM in the early universe, and φ exchange can mediate the interaction of the dark matter with a nucleon leading to direct detection prospects. Interestingly, in the limit of this mixing going to zero, the visible and hidden sectors do not decouple if VLFs are present, since the effective φgg and φγγ couplings induced by VLFs remain as couplings between the two sectors. This sets the relic density, and also leads to direct-detection. We investigate these aspects in this work.
If the width of the resonance is large Γ φ 1 GeV, getting the required diphoton rate necessitates rather large couplings of the φ to VLFs. Whether such large couplings can violate perturbative unitarity constraints is something we investigate.
Next, we make contact with other works in the literature that have overlap with our work. We perform a model-independent analysis and present the sizes of φgg and φγγ effective couplings required to explain the diphoton excess for various φ total widths. Similar model-independent analysis is done for example in Refs. [3, 4] but for a fixed value of total φ width. Refs. [5] - [10] interpret the resonance as scalars of the 2HDM type-I and 2HDM type-II with VLFs. In addition to analyzing the type-I and type-II couplings, in this work we also include the 2HDM type-X, take into account the limits from the 8 TeV LHC φ → tt and φ → τ τ channel results for all these types, and find perturbative unitarity constraints from φφ → φφ and ψψ → ψψ channels. These have not been considered in the literature so far. Refs. [3, 4, 5] and [11] - [36] include interpretation of the resonance as a singlet scalar coupled to VLFs. Refs. [19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 30, 34, 36] additionally discuss the dark matter implications of a neutral VLF coupled to the scalar. Ref. [12] considers a singlet φ coupled to an SU(2) singlet VLL of EM charge 1 and an SU(2) singlet VLQ with various EM charges; h ↔ φ mixing and φhh coupling were not included, which we do. We also explore the possibility of the VLL having zero EM charge and it being a dark matter candidate. Such a study has also been carried out in Ref. [19] but with only VLLs and no VLQs. Our work includes VLQs. Furthermore, they do not allow φ decays to the VLLs as we do here to obtain a large φ width. In our work we include the contribution of the φgg effective coupling induced by VLQs to the direct detection process mediated by the φ. This contribution is present even when the the Higgssinglet mixing is either very small or not present. This is an important contribution in our case, which is usually not included in the literature. Usually in the literature, only the h contribution is included, which for very small Higgs-singlet mixing is a small contribution. Ref. [29] does include this contribution, which is sub dominant in their case with the main contribution being due to the Higgs. Furthermore, in their case the dark matter is not a VLL as in ours, and it does not discuss the constraints from the 8 TeV LHC φ → hh result, which we include. In the singlet scalar model, we find constraints on the parameter space from the requirement of perturbative unitarity in the φφ → φφ and ψψ → ψψ channels. This has not been considered in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present a model-independent analysis for a general 750 GeV scalar coupled to VLFs. In Sec. 2.1 we present the values of φgg and φγγ effective couplings required to explain the observed σ(pp → γγ) for different total φ width. In Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3 we discuss the 8 TeV LHC constraints and perturbative unitarity constraints respectively. In Sec. 3 we analyze few specific models as mentioned in the introduction and present regions of the parameter space which can generate the observed σ(pp → γγ) cross section, while being consistent with the 8 TeV LHC constraints and the perturbative unitarity constraints. In Sec. 3.1 we analyze the 2HDM type-I, type-II and type-X, coupled to VLFs. In Sec. 3.2 we analyze the singlet scalar model coupled to VLFs. We also discuss the dark matter implications of the singlet scalar model in Sec. 3.2.1. In Sec. 4 we offer our conclusions, and point out some promising signals to look for at the upcoming LHC to ascertain if any of the the models we discuss are realized in nature. In App. A we present the relevant formulas for the dark matter relic density calculation in the singlet scalar model.
Model-independent analysis
We explore the possibility that the 750 GeV resonance a scalar φ with M φ = 750 GeV. We start by effectively parameterizing the fermion interactions with φ as
where H denotes the SM Higgs doublet containing the physical Higgs boson h with m h = 125 GeV, φ denotes the new scalar with M φ = 750 GeV, ψ denotes new vector-like fermions (VLF), and f L,R denotes SM fermions (SMF). In this section we perform a model-independent analysis using effective operators relevant to the diphoton excess. In Sec. 3 we consider models in which φ is either an SU(2) singlet or is embedded in an SU(2) doublet. The ψ represents a set of either colored vector-like fermions, or color-singlet vector-like fermions that are EM charged or neutral.
Matching to the diphoton data
In Sec. 1 we quoted the ATLAS and CMS best-fit diphoton rates and total widths. Here we determine the sizes of the φgg and φγγ effective couplings needed to explain the excess. We work in the narrow width approximation (NWA) in which we can write σ(pp → φ → γγ) ≈ σ(pp → φ) * BR(φ → γγ) ≡ σ φ * BR γγ with BR(φ → γγ) ≡ Γ(φ → γγ)/Γ φ where Γ φ is the total width of the φ. We consider here φ production via the gluon-fusion channel. Rather than compute σ(gg → φ) ourselves, we relate it to the SM-like Higgs production c.s. at this mass and make use of the vast literature on this by writing
where φ SM denotes a SM-like Higgs with mass M φ SM = 750 GeV for which σ(gg → φ SM ) = 0.7 ± 0.2 pb [37] at the 14 TeV LHC. We scale this to √ s = 13 TeV and take σ(gg → φ SM ) = 0.6 ± 0.2 pb. For example, if the new state φ couples to gluons with the same effective coupling strength as the φ SM , in order to get the required σ φ * BR γγ to match the excess, we need BR(φ → γγ) ∼ 10 −3 . As can be inferred from Eq. (2) and detailed in Ref. [38] , a colored fermion (quark) coupled to φ via a Yukawa coupling y f / √ 2, gives a contribution to
, and F 1/2 is defined in Ref. [38] . The sum over f in the numerator includes the top-quark contribution.
Defining α ≡ Γ φ /M φ we see that α ≈ 0.06 for ATLAS best-fit Γ φ , while α ≈ 1.4 × 10 −4 for CMS best-fit Γ φ . We await further confirmation from ATLAS and CMS as to what the true Γ φ is; meanwhile, in this work we vary α to cover this entire range of Γ φ . Including all the decay modes of the φ, we can write for the total width of the φ
which defines κ 2 Γ to include all couplings relevant to φ decay, and phase-space factors as appropriate. We thus infer that κ 2 Γ = 16πα, which implies that for α = 0.06, we need κ 2 Γ = 3 (ATLAS best-fit), and for α = 1.4×10 −4 , we need κ 2 Γ = 7×10 −3 (CMS best-fit). For example, for the decay into colored fermions much lighter than M φ , coupled via a Yukawa coupling y 0 / √ 2, we have κ 2 Γ = N c y 2 φfofo and for N c = 3 we need y φfofo = 1, if Γ φ is as claimed by ATLAS. This large of a width requires that φ couples with an O(1) coupling strength to some state that it decays to. Generally speaking, if we take α = 0.06, the large total width suppresses the BR into loop suppressed decay modes such as φ → γγ, and it will be nontrivial to get BR(φ → γγ) ∼ 10 −3 in any new physics model as required to explain the excess. We will study in Sec 3 to what extent we can achieve this and its implications.
Before dealing with specific models, we find the sizes of effective couplings that are needed to explain this excess. We follow the notation and effective coupling definitions of Ref. [38] for the Γ shown, the κ φgg and κ φγγ required for σ φ * BR γγ = 6 fb (left), the regions 4 ≤ σ φ * BR γγ ≤ 10 around κ 2 Γ = 3 (green), 0.1 (purple), 0.007 (orange) curves (right).
φ-gluon-gluon and φ-photon-photon effective couplings, κ φgg and κ φγγ respectively. The color factor in κ ab φgg is C ab = (1/2)δ ab , where a, b = {1, ..., 8} are the adjoint color indices. In the plots below and in Ref. [38] App.B, we include this factor of (1/2) in the κ φgg and suppress the color indices. Computing a decay rate or cross-section by summing over a, b gives a,b |C ab | 2 = 8(1/2) 2 = 2 resulting in a color factor of 2. From Eqs. (2) and (4) we can write
where M is a reference mass-scale which we set to 1 TeV. Expression for the Γ(φ → XX) can be found for example in Refs. [38, 39] . We find that κĥ gg = 10. In Fig. 1 we show for various κ 2 Γ the κ φgg and κ φγγ required for σ φ * BR γγ = 6 fb, taking this value as a representative diphoton cross section that explains the excess. We also show in Fig. 1 a band around κ 2 Γ = 3, 0.1, 0.007, three representative total width values.
Model-independently, we can define an effective φhh coupling as
This term leads to the φ → hh decay, which as we see below is constrained at the LHC. We find that the κ φhh contributes to
LHC constraints
If the φtt and φττ couplings are nonzero, φ decays to tt and ττ also. Since there are no reported excesses in these channels, there could be nontrivial constraints on the models from these channels. We discuss these constraints next. In Ref.
[38] Fig. 2 , we show constraints on the κ φgg from the 8 TeV LHC exclusion limits. To summarize this, for BR tt = 1, the constraint from the tt channel is κ φgg < 20, and for BR ττ = 1, the constraint from the ττ channel is κ φgg < 4. Of course, in a particular model, these BRs can be significantly smaller than 1, particularly BR τ τ , and the limits can be correspondingly weaker. For a SM-like theory with only the Higgs mass set at 750 GeV, we have κ φ SM gg = 10 with σ(pp → φ SM ) ≈ 100 fb at the 8 TeV LHC due mainly to the top contribution. From the κ φgg expressions in Eq. (B.1) of Ref. [38] and with BR i = κ 2 i /κ 2 Γ , we derive the bound
where the sum over Q includes the top-quark contribution plus any new colored vector-like fermions present in the φgg loop,ŷ t ≈ 1 is the SM top Yukawa coupling (we ignore the effect of running this to the scale µ = M φ ), and κ 2 t = N c y 2 φtt (1 − 4r t ) n/2 , κ 2 τ = y 2 φτ τ (1 − 4r τ ) n/2 with n = 3 for a CP-even φ and n = 1 for a CP-odd φ, and r f ≡ M 2 f /M 2 φ . The index (i) runs over various channels {tt, ττ , hh, gg, ...} i.e. (i) = {t, τ, h, g}, and we have κ max φgg (t) = 20, κ max φgg (τ ) = 4 (corresponding to BR i = 1) as derived in Ref. [38] . The LHC upper limit on the hh channel σ * BR at a mass of 750 GeV is about 30 fb [40] , which translates into κ max φgg (h) = 3.3. The LHC upper limit on the dijet channel at a mass of 750 GeV is about 2 pb [41, 42] , and for the sizes of cross-section and dijet BR we are dealing with here, this will not be a nontrivial constraint.
Generically, in new physics models there are shifts in the h couplings to SM states, which are constrained by the LHC data (see for example Ref. [43] ). In the models we consider below, we pay attention to this constraint and ensure that these do not violate the constraints.
The models we discuss below also contain vector-like fermions, and there are direct limits on them also from the LHC, which have to be obeyed. Preventing a stable cosmological colored relic implies that they have to be allowed to mix with SM fermions. Allowing only mixing to third generation SM quarks is sufficient and is relatively safer with respect to FCNC constraints. We assume that there are small off diagonal mass mixing terms δm to third-generation quarks such that δm/M V L 0.1 to third generation SM quarks but big enough such that the VLQ decays such that it is not in conflict with cosmological data. We summarize next the present LHC lower limits on VLF masses, with the precise limit depending on the BRs. The lower limit on the t mass is presently in the range 750 − 920 GeV [44, 45, 46, 47, 48] , and on the b mass in the range 740 − 900 GeV [48, 49, 50] . For a long-lived VLQ with life-times in the range 10 −7 − 10 5 s, the bound is looser with M Q 525 GeV being allowed [51, 52] . 1 The lower limit on VLL masses is presently 100 GeV if it decays only into a τ , and about 300 GeV (450 GeV) for a singlet (doublet) that decays into e, µ [53] .
Unitarity constraint
If the large Γ φ is due to a large decay width into some fermion ψ coupled as in Eq. (1) and with a large y ψ , there is a limit to how large y ψ can be if perturbative unitarity is to be maintained. This limit can be worked out by considering, for example, ψψ → ψψ scattering. The tree level contribution leads to a very loose bound, and we therefore consider the 1-loop box diagram shown in Fig. 2 . Expanding the amplitude M in partial waves as 1 It may be possible to weaken the VLQ mass bound somewhat by allowing t → tφ and/or b → bφ decays, where φ is an SU(2) singlet and will lead to missing energy at the LHC. This for example can be achieved by introducing the operators U φ t c or Bφ b c where the U and B are the charge 2/3 and −1/3 SU(2) singlet VLFs, t c and b c are SM SU(2) singlet fermions. Due to the new decay mode, the usual assumption that the BRs into the SM final states (bW, tZ, th for the t for instance) sum to one fails, and the limits have to be reanalyzed. The BRs into the SM final states are decreased and since the new mode has substantially larger SM irreducible SM tt + / ET (or bb + / ET ) backgrounds, the VLQ lower limits should be weaker. A detailed investigation of the implications of this proposal is beyond the scope of this work. 
M(cos
a necessary condition for unitarity is Im a l ≤ 1 [54] . Using the optical theorem, we can compute the Im(M(ψψ → ψψ)) for forward scattering in terms of the cross section σ(ψψ → φφ) with the precise relation given by (see for example Ref. [55] )
For σ we compute the spin-averaged cross section for ψψ → φφ scattering as
where we have ignored the fermion mass, and r φE ≡ M 2 φ /(2E 2 ψ ). Integrating this over cos θ ⊂ (−1, 1), we obtain for E ψ M φ the approximate equality σ(ψψ → φφ) ≈ y 4 ψ /(128πs). To get a conservative bound, we assume that the ψψ → ψψ amplitude is saturated by the l = 0 partial-wave, and obtain Im a 0 = y 4 ψ /(4 × (16π) 2 ) < 1, i.e. y ψ < 10 as the unitarity bound . The related process φφ → φφ also leads to a similar bound, but the amplitude is enhanced by N c for a colored fermion in the 1-loop amplitude of 
Models
In this section we explore in turn two classes of models, namely φ is in an SU(2) doublet, and after that φ being an SU(2) singlet. We identify regions of parameter space which are safe with respect to the unitarity and LHC constraints, and which give the required diphoton rate.
2-Higgs-Doublet Model
We consider here the 2HDM and briefly summarize below aspects of the 2HDM relevant for our work; for a comprehensive review of the 2HDM see Ref. [56] . Our notation here is as defined in Ref. [38] . The 2HDM contains two scalar SU (2) doublets Φ 1 and Φ 2 both of which we take to have hypercharge Y = 1/2. We do not show the potential explicitly here, and the electroweak vacuum is obtained by minimizing the potential with respect to Φ 1 and Φ 2 . The neutral components of Φ 1 , Φ 2 get vacuum expectation values denoted by v 1 , v 2 respectively, with v 2 = v 2 1 + v 2 2 = (246 GeV) 2 . We take tan β = v 2 /v 1 . After electroweak symmetry breaking different components of Φ 1 mixes with corresponding components of Φ 2 giving rise to five physical states in unitary gauge, which are, the two CP-even neutral scalars h, H, the CP-odd neutral scalar A, and the charged scalar H ± . A is a linear combination of the CP-odd scalars in Φ 1 , Φ 2 with the the mixing angle given by tan β, the other linear combination being the Goldstone boson that is not in the physical spectrum in unitary gauge. h, H are linear combinations of the two CP-even scalars of Φ 1 and Φ 2 with the mixing angle denoted as usual by α. We will identify the h with the 125 GeV Higgs. In the so called "2HDM alignment limit" [38, 57, 58] given by β − α = π/2, the Yukawa couplings and the gauge couplings of the h become identical to those of the SM Higgs. In this work we will always work in the alignment limit. If an SMF couples to both Φ 1 and Φ 2 , tree level FCNCs result, severely constraining the model. To be safe from this, usually, a Z 2 symmetry is imposed on the L under which Φ 1 → −Φ 1 and Φ 2 → Φ 2 . The fermion Z 2 transformation is fixed depending on which of the Φ 1 , Φ 2 it couples to. The usual types of couplings well known in the literature that we study here are the so called 2HDM type-II, type-X and type-I which we denote as 2HDM-II, 2HDM-X and 2HDM-I.
We take M H , M A = 735, 750 GeV, and find out if the model can explain the diphoton excess, with the A, H contributing. Our results presented here do not depend very sensitively on this mass splitting. It is possible that the ATLAS large width is an apparent effect due to the presence of two narrower Briet-Wigner resonances due to the decays of A and H. The combined line-shape is shown for example in Ref. [5] . Since H and A have opposite CP quantum numbers their contribution in a channel is incoherent, that is σ
We analyze the situation with only the SMF present, and subsequent to this with the addition of vector-like fermions (VLF), namely colored vector-like quarks (VLQ) and vector-like leptons (VLL). We present our results only for SM-like VLF hypercharge assignments, and for larger EM charges our results on the diphoton rate can be scaled by Q 4 f . Also, we add only one copy of VLFs but our diphoton results can again be scaled by the number of copies quite easily, although a very mild tightening of the φφ → φφ unitarity bound results which scales like the fourth root of the number of copies. We explore type-I, type-II, and type-X SMF couplings, but keep the VLF couplings as in type-II; taking other types for the VLF couplings is also a possibility, which we do not study here, for which the diphoton rates may differ by factors of a few. We draw heavily from the work in Ref. [38] which analyzes such a scenario. The expressions for κ φgg and κ φγγ are given in App. B of Ref. [38] .
As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the hf f couplings are consistent with the SM to the accuracy measured at the LHC. Although in general the hf f couplings are shifted in the 2HDM, remarkably, they coincide with the SM values in the alignment limit, provided the fermion couples only to one of Φ 1 or Φ 2 , which we will assume is the case. If the fermion couples to both Φ 1 and Φ 2 , the hf f coupling shift imposes nontrivial constraints on the model. These aspects are explained in detail for example in Ref. [59] .
The 8 TeV hh channel constraints discussed in Sec. 2.2 constrains κ φhh 1. For example, for κ φgg ≈ 10 leading to σ φ ≈ 1 pb, κ φhh in a particular 2HDM model must be small enough that BR hh 0.05. For example, in the 2HDM little-Higgs model of Ref. [59] we have
In the 2HDM models we discuss below, we assume that the 2HDM potential (that we do not specify) is such that κ φhh obeys this constraint.
2HDM type-II
In the 2HDM type-II (2HDM-II) model the up-type SMFs couple only to Φ 2 and the down-type SMFs couple only to Φ 1 . The mass of the up and down-type fermions are given by (y f v 2 / √ 2) and (y f v 1 / √ 2) respectively. The Yukawa couplings of the fermions to H, A are respectively (y f sin α/ √ 2), (y f cos β/ √ 2) for up-type fermions and (y f cos α/ √ 2), (y f sin β/ √ 2) for down type fermions. We can trade the y f for the fermion masses m f . As stated earlier, we will take the alignment limit. Since y φtt ∝ cot β and y φbb ∝ tan β, κ 2 Γ can not be made arbitrarily small in this model; the minimum occurs at tan β 5.7 corresponding to κ 2 Γ = 0.12 when only H contribute and 0.24 when both 2HDM-II with SMF only: If only H is included for illustration, we have κ 2 Γ = 3 and σ * BR γγ 0.002 fb for tan β = 0.83. In reality, the nearly degenerate H, A both contribute to σ * BR γγ , and in Fig. 3 we show σ * BR γγ vs. κ 2 Γ obtained by varying tan β for M H , M A = 735, 750 GeV. The two branches of σ * BR γγ in Fig. 3 correspond to two values of tan β that gives the same κ 2 Γ . The upper branch for which tan β < 5.7 has larger cross sections because of the larger contribution from the top.
2HDM-II with SMF + VLL: To the Type-II 2HDM we add one doublet VLL ψ l with hypercharge Y ψ l , and one singlet VLL χ with hypercharge (Y ψ l − 1/2). We couple the VLLs to Φ 1 in the same way as in the M V LE 11 model of Ref. [38] , withỹ s set equal to zero. The coupling of Φ 1 to the VLLs will be denoted by y l 1 . After EWSB the χ and the lower component of ψ l mix to produce two mass eigenstates which we call ζ 1 and ζ 2 in accordance with Ref. [38] where ζ 2 is the lighter eigenstate. The effective φf f couplings, i.e y φ ij s in notation of Ref. [38] , and the mass eigenvalues can be found in App. A of Ref. [38] . We take Y ψ l = −1/2 and choose the mass parameters of the VLLs such that the lighter mass eigenvalue of the charge −1 VLL is 375 GeV. In Fig. 4 we plot σ φ * BR γγ as a function of y l 1 for various values of {tan β, κ 2 Γ }, and also the unitarity constraint from ψψ → ψψ process given by √ 2(y H 22 + y A 22 ) < 10 as a red vertical line. We can see that within the unitarity constraint the maximum σ * BR γγ 0.5 fb for κ 2 Γ = 0.24. 2HDM-II with SMF + VLQ + VLL: To the Type-II 2HDM we introduce one doublet VLQ ψ q with hypercharge Y ψq , one singlet VLQ ξ with hypercharge Y ψq + 1/2, one doublet VLL ψ l with hypercharge Y ψ l , and one singlet VLL χ with hypercharge (Y ψ l − 1/2). We couple the VLQs and the VLLs to the scalar doublets in the same way as in the M V QU 22 model and the M V QD 11 model of Ref. [38] respectively, withỹ s set equal to zero. The couplings of the scalar doublets with the VLQs and the VLLs will be denoted by y q 1 and y l 1 respectively. The effective φf f couplings and the mass eigenvalues can be found in App. A of Ref. [38] . We take N c = 3, Y ψq = 1/6, Y ψ l = −1/2 and choose the mass parameters of the VLFs such that the lighter mass eigenvalues of the charge 2/3 VLQs and the charge −1 VLLs is 1000 GeV and 375 GeV respectively.
For illustration, we start by including only the H contribution, and show in Fig. 5 the values of y l 1 , y q 1 needed to explain the 750 GeV excess for various {tan β, κ 2 Γ }. We also show in Fig. 5 , the unitarity constraint on y 22 are the couplings of the H to the lighter VLQ and the lighter VLL respectively. In this case the 8 TeV LHC φ → tt results do not put any additional constraints. We see that if the unitarity constraint is to be satisfied, it is not possible to explain the excess in 2HDM-II with only H contributing to σ * BR. Within the unitarity bound, the maximum σ * BR γγ = 1 fb for κ 2 Γ = 0.12. Next we include both H and A contributions to σ * BR γγ , and show in Fig. 6 the values of y q 1 , y l 1 required to explain the excess by showing the region 4 < σ φ * BR γγ < 10 fb for various {tan β, κ 2 Γ }. We also show in Fig. 6 
2HDM type-X
In the 2HDM type-X model (see Ref.
[61] for a review), which we call 2HDM-X, the SM quarks couple to Φ 2 and their couplings to H, A are proportional to m f cot β, while the SM leptons couple to Φ 1 and their couplings to H, A are proportional to m f tan β.
We find that the minimum κ 2 Γ is 0.028 which occurs for tan β = 11.5, which is smaller than 2HDM-II because of the smallness of M τ compared to M b . We add the VLQs and the VLLs in the same way as we did for the 2HDM-II model. For illustration, we include only the H contribution to the diphoton process, and show in Fig. 5 the parameter values needed to explain the excess for various κ 2 Γ , the region 4 < σ H * BR γγ < 8 fb around {tan β, κ 2 Γ } = {2, 0.5} and the region 1 < σ H * BR γγ < 5 fb around {tan β, κ 2 Γ } = {11.5, 0.028} with the VLF parameters taken the same as in 2HDM-II. The unitarity bound from φφ → φφ and ψψ → ψψ are also shown in Fig. 5 by the solid red and dashed red curves respectively. Since in 2HDM-X BR(φ → τ τ ) can become large for large tan β, the 8 TeV LHC constraints from φ → τ τ channel gives additional constraints on y Fig. 5 by the gray dot. We see that within the unitarity bound and 8 TeV LHC φ → τ τ constraint σ * BR γγ 1 fb can be obtained for κ 2 Γ = 0.028. Next we include both H and A contributions to σ * BR γγ , and show in Fig. 6 the values of y q 1 , y l 1 required to explain the excess and the region 4 < σ * BR γγ < 10 fb for various {tan β, κ 2 Γ }. An upper limit on y q 1 from the 8 TeV LHC φ → tt results for a given κ 2 Γ are also shown in Fig. 6 by the thick red dots. In this case we get an upper limit of y q 1 13.5 for tan β = 6.8, κ 2 Γ = 0.1, while in 2HDM-II we did not get any bound for the nearby value of tan β = 5.7, κ 2 Γ = 0.24. The difference between these two cases comes from the fact that in 2HDM-X, the φbb coupling is also suppressed by 1/ tan β so that BR(φ → tt) 0.9 even for tan β = 6.8. The upper limit on y q 1 from the 8 TeV LHC φ → τ τ result is also shown in Fig. 6 by the gray dot. For tan β = 6.8, BR(φ → τ τ ) 0.1 and the upper limit is y q 1 6.5 in this case. We see that in this case it is possible to generate σ * BR γγ = 6 fb for κ 2 Γ 0.1. For σ * BR γ = 6 fb a maximum of κ 2 Γ 0.5 can be reached in this model as in the 2HDM-II.
as shown in

2HDM type-I
In the 2HDM type-I model (which we call 2HDM-I) all the SM fermions couple to Φ 2 , and hence all the SM fermions couple to H, A proportional to cot β. In this case the 8 TeV LHC φ → τ τ limits do not put any constraints on the parameter space and Γ φ can be made very low by going to large tan β. We expect that the addition of VLFs increases σ * BR γγ . We first consider the case when only VLLs are added, and subsequent to this when both VLLs and VLQs are added.
2HDM-I with SMF + VLL: We introduce VLLs in the same way as we did in the 2HDM-II + VLL model. We again take Y ψ l = −1/2 and choose the mass parameters of the VLLs such that the lighter mass eigenvalue of the charge −1 VLL is 375 GeV. Including both H and A contributions to σ * BR γγ , we show in Fig. 4 the σ * BR γγ as a function of y l 1 for various values of {tan β, κ 2 Γ }. We also show in Fig. 4 the unitarity constraint on y l 1 from the ψψ → ψψ process as a red vertical line. We see that in this case, σ * BR γγ 10 fb can be comfortably reached within the unitarity constraint, albeit for small κ 2 Γ . 2HDM-I with SMF + VLL +VLQ: In addition to the SMF in 2HDM-I, we add VLL and VLQ in the same way as we did in 2HDM-II + VLL + VLQ model. As before we take Y ψq = 1/6, Y ψ l = −1/2 and choose the mass parameters of the VLFs such that the lighter mass eigenvalues of the charge 2/3 VLQs and the charge −1 VLLs is 1000 GeV and 375 GeV respectively. In Fig. 6 we show contours of σ * BR γγ and the region 4 < σ * BR γγ < 10 fb with M H = 735 GeV, M A = 750 GeV, for various values of {tan β, κ 2 Γ }. We also show in Fig. 6 the unitarity constraint on y l 1 , y q 1 from φφ → φφ and ψψ → ψψ processes (shown here by solid red and dashed red respectively).
We see that in this model σ * BR γγ 10 fb can be reached within the unitarity constraints for κ 2 Γ 0.5.
Electroweak singlet φ
We explore here the possibility of the 750 GeV resonance being an SU(2) singlet scalar φ. The large width of the φ can be due to φ → ψψ decays, where ψ is a vector-like BSM fermion, which if EM neutral could be a dark matter candidate. We take the φ to be CP-even in this work. A coupling between the vector-like fermionic dark matter ψ and the SM sector can arise via the Higgs-portal due to a mixing between the φ and the SM Higgs boson. This mixing is possible only for a CP-even scalar if CP -invariance is not to be broken spontaneously. Our diphoton channel results, although presented for a CP-even scalar, apply qualitatively also to a CP-odd scalar, but the exact values of the CP-odd scalar couplings preferred will be different due to O(1) factor differences in the φgg and φγγ loop factors for the CP-even and CP-odd scalar cases.
We introduce one SU(2) singlet scalarφ, with an SU(2) singlet color triplet VLQ U with hypercharge Y U and mass M U , and an SU (2) singlet VLF ψ with mass M ψ . This model and the couplings to the VLF parallels the SVU model of Ref. [38] , and in the notation of that paper we refer to this model as the SV U ψ model. Without committing ourselves to a particular theory, we write an effective theory
We assume that the potential is such that Φ = ξ/ √ 2 and H = v/ √ 2, and denote the fluctuations around these asφ andĥ respectively. The effective coupling κ φhh defined in Eq. (6) is given as κ φhh = √ 2(µ + κξ)/M φ . Theφ andĥ mix after EWSB and the mixing angle sin θ h ≡ s h is given by
with the effective coupling κ φhh defined in Eq. (11) . Diagonalizing theφ ↔ĥ mixing terms, we go from the (ĥ,φ) basis to the mass basis (h, φ), and define the mass eigenstates to be h = c hĥ − s hφ and φ = s hĥ + c hφ . In the (φ, h) mass basis we have
In our numerical analysis below, we treat s h as an input parameter, and one can always relate it to the L parameters in a model if needed using Eq. (12) . In order to agree with the Higgs observables already measured at the LHC, s h must be small as we show later. The phenomenology of the κ is discussed in detail for example in Ref. [62] . For example, for s h = 0.01, we have κ φhh = 0.04. Mixed operators such as
are allowed if Y U = 2/3 and Y ψ = 0, where q 3 L is the third-generation SM quark doublet, and 3
L
is the third-generation SM lepton doublet. To be safe from FCNC constraints, we allow couplings with only third-generation SM fermions. To prevent having a cosmologically stable U , we takeỹ U to be small enough that all FCNC constraints are obeyed, but big enough that U decays promptly to SM final states as discussed in detail in Ref. [63] , and we do not therefore discuss further the consequences of this operator in this work. The L respects a Z 2 symmetry under which ψ → −ψ, and this Z 2 symmetry is broken only by theỹ ψ term. Thus, ifỹ ψ = 0, the ψ is absolutely stable and is a possible dark matter candidate. One then has to ensure that the parameters are chosen in such a way that the relic density is not so high that it over-closes the universe, or the direct-detection cross-section is not so high that it is excluded by experiment. We explore this possibility in detail below. The σ φ * BR γγ can be obtained from Eq. (5), and the expressions for κ φgg and κ φγγ are given in App. B of Ref. [38] . In Γ φ we include the partial widths Γ(φ → ψψ, hh, tt, gg). In Fig. 7 we show σ φ * BR γγ vs. κ 2 Γ in the SV U ψ model, for M ψ = 350 GeV, M U = 1000 GeV, Y U = 2/3, Y ψ = 0, s h = 0.01 and scanning over y U , y ψ in the range 0 < y U < y max U , 0 < y ψ < y max ψ , subject to the unitarity constraint y ψ + y U N 1/4 c < 10 computed in Sec. 2.3. The 8 TeV hh channel constraints discussed in Sec. 2.2 constrains κ φhh 1. For instance this implies the bound s h 0.05 for y U = 5 and κ 2 Γ = 0.1. For y ψ 0.1, the BR(φ → ψψ) is dominant and y ψ largely controls κ 2 Γ . For κ 2 Γ = 3, the σ φ × BR γγ can reach only 0.01 fb for s h = 0.01 as seen in the left plot. For very small y ψ 0.1, the total width (i.e. κ 2 Γ ) is small and dominated by top and U loops and the tree-level φ → hh, tt decays. For y ψ → 0, s h → 0 both σ * BR γγ and κ 2 Γ comes from U loops and scales as y 4 U and y 2 U respectively; σ * BR γγ increases with κ 2 Γ in this region up to around κ 2 Γ 0.03 as can be seen from Fig. 7 . We can see that for s h = 0.01 we can get σ * BR γγ 10 fb.
In Fig. 8 we show contours of σ φ * BR γγ (in fb), and various κ 2 Γ as colored regions, with the parameters not along the axes fixed at s h = 0.01, M ψ = 350 GeV, M U = 1000 GeV, y ψ = 1, y U = 5. We also show in Fig. 8 the unitarity constraint on y ψ (shown here by red line) for y U = 5. For y U = 5, σ φ 1.5 pb and The partial widths Γ {hh,tt,gg} for s h = 0.01, M U = 1000 GeV are 0.0065, 0.0031, 0.16 GeV respectively. For very small y ψ or M ψ > M φ /2, Γ(φ → ψψ) 0 and Γ φ is dominated by Γ {hh,tt,gg} ; in this limit BR γγ 3.3 * 10 −3 and σ * BR γ 5 fb for the , and regions of κ 2 Γ < 0.1 (red), 0.1 < κ 2 Γ < 0.5 (blue), 0.5 < κ 2 Γ < 1 (gray), 1 < κ 2 Γ < 2 (green), 2 < κ 2 Γ < 3 (pink), κ 2 Γ > 3 (orange); parameters not along the axes are fixed at s h = 0.01, M ψ = 350 GeV, M U = 1000 GeV, y ψ = 1, y U = 5. Unitarity constraint on y ψ for y U = 5 is shown by the red horizontal line. 
, with M U = 1000 GeV (left), and y ψ = 1 (right). Unitarity constraint on y ψ from φφ → φφ for y U = 5 is shown by the red horizontal line.
set of parameters chosen with s h = 0.01. If we decrease M U , σ * BR γγ can be even larger; for M U 650 GeV, M ψ > M φ /2, σ * BR γγ 12 fb can be reached as can be seen from Fig. 8 although for a small κ 2 Γ 0.03. For M ψ < M φ /2 and y ψ large, Γ φ is large being dominated by φ → ψψ decay resulting in very small σ * BR γγ . Thus, in the SV U ψ model, it is not possible to generate both a large σ φ × BR γγ of a few fb and also a large κ 2 Γ ≈ 3. The reason is simply because a large Γ corresponding to κ 2 Γ ≈ 3 suppresses the BR γγ to tiny values. We could take Y ψ = −1, and since ψ is an SU(2) singlet, it has EM charge Q ψ = Y ψ = −1. For this case, to prevent a cosmologically stable charged relic, we additionally include a mixing term to a SM lepton that allows ψ to decay. Of course in this case ψ cannot be dark matter. One such example of a mixing term is to the SM SU(2) singlet τ R , namely, L ⊃ −M ψτ ψτ c + h.c., with M ψτ taken small enough that leptonic FCNC constraints are not violated, but large enough that the ψ decay life-time due to ψ → hτ decays is much smaller than cosmological time scales. Since ψ has EM charge, it will contribute to Γ γγ also. In Fig. 9 we show for Y ψ = −1, contours of σ φ * BR γγ and regions of κ 2 Γ for parameters not shown along the axes fixed at y ψ = 1, y U = 5, s h = 0, M U = 1000 GeV. We also show in Fig. 9 the unitarity constraint on y ψ from φφ → φφ process for y U = 5. As explained earlier, for s h = 0, in the region M ψ > M φ /2, Γ φ ≈ Γ gg is small and therefore BR γγ can be sizable, and σ * BR γγ ≈ 8 fb is reached, albeit for κ 2 Γ 0.1. For M ψ ≈ M φ /2, the κ φγγ loop function is enhanced as seen in Fig. 9 .
Hidden sector dark matter
Ifỹ ψ of Eq. (14) is zero, the Z 2 symmetry is exact, ψ is stable and can potentially be a dark matter candidate for Y ψ = 0. The dark matter relic density and direct-detection can be computed as detailed, for example, in Ref. [62] and App. A of Ref. [63] . In order to get the correct relic density of Ω dm = 0.26 ± 0.015 [64] , we need the thermally averaged self-annihilation cross-section to be σv ≈ 2.3 × 10 −9 GeV −2 . We have for our case [62, 63] 
where x f ≡ M ψ /T f ≈ 25 with T f the freeze-out temperature, the sum is over all self-annihilation processes ψψ → f i f i for final states f i kinematically allowed, the |B i | 2 is the coefficient of v 2 rel in the amplitude squared for each process, v rel being the relative velocity of the two initial state ψ; thê
is a phase-space factor with m i the mass of the final-state particle, and s is the Mandelstam variable, which for a cold-dark matter candidate during freeze-out is s ≈ 4M 2 ψ . In our analysis we include the two-body final states bb, W W, ZZ, hh, tt, gg, whichever are kinematically allowed for that given M ψ . Although τ τ and γγ final states are also possible, we ignore them in our analysis as these contributions are small. For large s h , the loop level gg contribution is small compared to other tree level contribution. But for small s h , gg contribution becomes comparable or even larger than the tree level processes. Details of the B i for each of these final states are given in Appendix A.
The dark-matter direct-detection elastic scattering cross-section on a nucleon is mediated by scalar exchange. Since h is lighter than φ, the former mostly contributes, but if s h 0.05, the latter's contribution is also important. The h exchange contribution is given for example in Ref. [62] , which we generalize here to include φ contribution also since we consider s h 0.05. The scalar-nucleonnucleon coupling is generated due to the scalar coupling to the quark content of the nucleon, and also due the scalar coupling to the gluon content of the nucleon via the ggh, ggφ effective couplings. We define an effective Lagrangian for the scalar-nucleon-nucleon interaction as
where N denotes the nucleon, and in the second line we write in the mass basis. We take λ hN N = 2 × 10 −3 [65, 66] , but recent updates indicate a smaller value of λ hN N ≈ 1.1 × 10 −3 [67] . We derive λ φN N using the formalism and notation of App. C of Ref. [66] , to get the singlet VLQ (up-type U ) contribution to the φN N coupling via its contribution to the φgg couplings, and the gluon content of the nucleon, which leads us to λ φN N = (2/27) f
We can now write the ψ elastic scattering cross section on a nucleon for q 2 m 2 N as
where p ψ ≈ M ψ v ψ with v ψ ∼ 10 −3 [66] , m N ≈ 1 GeV is the nucleon mass, ∆ h = (λ φN N /λ hN N )(s h /c h ), and ∆ φ = (λ hN N /λ φN N )(s h /c h ). This is the generalization of the direct detection elastic cross section Eq. (13) of Ref. [62] which included only the h contribution, to now include the φ contribution also that becomes important for very small s h . 2 There is also uncertainty on the local dark matter halo density and its velocity distribution (for a discussion of these uncertainties, see for example Refs. [68] ). Given these uncertainties, our direct-detection rates should be taken to be accurate only up to unknown O(1) factors.
In Fig. 10 we plot contours of Ω dm = 0.1, 0.25, 0.3 and for λ N = 2×10 −3 , m N = 1 GeV, show the regions with σ DD > 5 * 10 −45 cm 2 , 10 −45 cm 2 < σ DD < 5 * 10 −45 cm 2 , 10 −46 cm 2 < σ DD < 10 −45 cm 2 , 10 −47 cm 2 < σ DD < 10 −46 cm 2 , 10 −48 cm 2 < σ DD < 10 −47 cm 2 , 10 −49 cm 2 < σ DD < 10 −48 cm 2 , σ DD < 10 −49 cm 2 with parameters not varied along the axes fixed at s h = 0.01, M ψ = 350 GeV, y U = 5 and M U = 1000 GeV. We also show in Fig. 10 the unitarity constrain on y ψ from φφ → φφ process for y U = 5. We see that for s h = 0.01, y ψ ≤ 4 the direct detection cross section is at or less than the current experimental limit σ DD ≤ 10 −45 cm 2 [69] . For these values of y ψ , the correct self-annihilation cross-section is obtained only with an enhancement of the cross-section at the φ, h pole with M ψ ∼ M φ,h /2. Being close to the φ pole suppresses the φ → ψψ decay rate due to the limited phase-space available, leading to a small κ 2 Γ 0.1 as can be seen from Fig. 8 .
Discussion and conclusions
In this work, we study the possibility that a scalar (φ) with mass 750 GeV explains the diphoton excess reported by the ATLAS and CMS experiments. We ascertain the values the loop-induced ggφ and γγφ effective couplings must take in order to explain the observed diphoton cross section for various κ 2 Γ ≡ Γ φ /M φ . This is shown in Fig. 1 , which applies model-independently. A general observation is that for large Γ φ , obtaining the required diphoton rate needs large values of the effective couplings. Obtaining large effective couplings in a model will require some large coupling in it, which may violate perturbative unitarity. We determine the upper limit on φ-fermion-fermion couplings from requiring perturbative unitarity.
We discuss two SU (2) representation possibilities for φ, namely the doublet and singlet. We include the effects of standard model fermions (SMF), and vector-like fermions (VLF), in particular vector-like quarks (VLQ) and/or vector-like leptons (VLL) coupled to the φ. These singlet or doublet scalars coupled to the SMF and/or VLF that we deal with here can be thought of as extracts from various BSM constructions, that are relevant to explain the diphoton rate. The VLF contributions are crucial to generate the required cross-section, especially if Γ φ is large.
In the two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) with the CP-odd and CP-even scalars A, H taken to be at M A = 750 GeV and H lighter by 15 GeV, we explore in turn Type-I, Type-II and Type-X SMF couplings. We find regions of parameter space consistent with φφ → φφ and ψψ → ψψ unitarity bounds, and also with respect to direct 8 TeV LHC tt and ττ limits. A summary of the diphoton rate and total width achieved while satisfying the above constraints follows. We consider first a 2HDM with SMF only, and then with VLFs also present. In Type-II 2HDM with only SMFs, the required diphoton rate cannot be obtained as we see from Fig. 3 , and σ φ × BR γγ of only about 0.004 fb can be reached for a total width 16π(Γ φ /M φ ) ≡ κ 2 Γ = 3 (i.e. Γ φ = 45 GeV), which happens for tan β ≈ 0.8. Adding VLL with a mass of 375 GeV with SM-like hypercharge improves the situation significantly as we see from Fig. 4 , but a diphoton rate of 0.5 fb and κ 2 Γ ≈ 0.25 (i.e. Γ φ = 3.7 GeV) can be reached for Type-II couplings, and 10 fb and κ 2 Γ ≈ 0.003 (i.e. Γ φ = 0.04 GeV) can be reached for Type-I couplings. By additionally adding VLQ with mass of 1000 GeV, as seen from Fig. 6 , a diphoton rate of about 10 fb can be obtained for a total width of about κ 2 Γ ≈ 0.5 (i.e. Γ φ ≈ 7.5 GeV). A larger total width of κ 2 Γ ≈ 2 (i.e. Γ φ ≈ 30 GeV) is possible, but only for a reduced diphoton rate of about 4 fb.
A singlet scalar φ cannot couple to SMF; we introduce SU(2) singlet VLL (ψ) and VLQ (EM charge +2/3 U ) and couple it to φ. We consider the two possibilities when the singlet VLL is charged and when it is neutral. The latter case gives the possibility of the neutral singlet VLL is a (hidden sector) dark matter, coupled to the SM sector via Higgs singlet mixing generated after EWSB (i.e. the Higgs portal). Another possibility of coupling the hidden sector VLL to SM is via the φgg effective coupling induced by VLQ. We explore this possibility also which is not usually included in the literature. We introduce couplings between the φ and VLF and find regions of parameter-space that are compatible with respect to perturbative unitarity in the φφ → φφ and ψψ → ψψ channels, and 8 TeV LHC hh channel constraint which restricts the size of the Higgssinglet mixing. We also find regions of model parameter-space which give the correct dark matter relic density and dark matter direct detection. All of these are shown in Fig. 10 . As we see in this figure, obtaining the observed relic density requires 300 GeV M ψ 450 GeV (or M ψ ≈ m h /2) to have a sufficiently large self-annihilation cross section which is obtained only by hitting the φ (or h) pole in the s-channel. We also find regions that explain the diphoton rate, with M φ = 750 GeV, with Γ φ varied as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , the first for a neutral VLL, and the second for a VLL of EM charge −1. We find in these figures that a large diphoton rate as required is possible but only when M ψ ≥ M φ /2 for which κ 2 Γ < 0.1 (i.e. Γ φ < 1.5 GeV). When M ψ < M φ /2, the decay φ → ψψ enhances the total width going even up to κ 2 Γ 2 (i.e. Γ φ 30 GeV), but causes a corresponding drop in the diphoton rate. For a total width so large, the diphoton rate can be large enough (i.e. a few fb value) only if U is as light as 500 GeV, which is not compatible with the LHC direct bounds unless it is so long-lived that it does not decay promptly and exits the detector.
In general, we observe that if the 750 GeV resonance is a scalar in the class of models we have considered, the required diphoton rate can be obtained only by the addition of VLQ whose mass is not too much above a 1000 GeV. The direct search of the VLQ in this mass range at the LHC is perhaps the best way to test this hypothesis. A study in this direction, although in a different context, is in Refs. [70, 71] for example. The addition of charged VLL with a mass of about 375 GeV helps boost the φ → γγ partial width as we have seen, and is important to test. If a VLL ψ with M ψ < M φ /2 is present, φ → ψψ decays are present and could be the reason for the large width of the φ. If ψ decays promptly into some SM final state it may be observable at the LHC, or if the decay is not prompt and φ has EM charge, may leave either a displaced vertex or a charged-track in the LHC detector, or, as we explored in detail in the singlet model, if ψ is EM neutral and if it is stable over cosmological time-scales, it could be dark matter and can be searched for in dark matter direct detection experiments. Yet another promising mode to look for at the LHC is the φ → hh mode which already imposes very tight constraints on the parameter-space, although the size of this coupling is model dependent; models in which BR(φ → hh) 0.05 may already be ruled out by the diHiggs LHC constraints. If φ is in the 2HDM, the charged Higgs search at the LHC becomes important. Thus, the upcoming 13 TeV LHC run-II and dark matter direct-detection experiments may give us vital clues to test such models.
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A Hidden sector dark matter relic density
Here we give some details on the relic density calculation in the model of Sec. 3.2. The |B i | 2 for each of these final states are extracted from Ref. [62] to which we add |B gg | 2 here. These are given by 
BW is a Breit-Wigner resonance factor including the s-channel {h, φ} contributions, ff = {bb, tt}, the M ZZ is identical to M W W except for an additional factor of 1/(2c 2 W ) and M W → M Z , and in |M hh | we do not include the t-channel contributions as these are sub-dominant; M is a mass scale which we set to 1 TeV for numerical evaluations and the mixing angle θ h enters in κ φgg and κ hgg through φU U, φtt and htt couplings.
